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Across

1 Final result (with Tory 
beaten) just after lunch? 
(3-6)

6 Songs counterparts of 
hers listened to (5)

9 Sea nymph's journey 
finishing in mountains 
in Colorado (7)

10 One imposing shape 
to decay (7)

11 Mobile home owner's 
new canvas covering (5)

12 Final part of defence 
case can pluck 
heartstrings (9)

14 Vetoes regularly 
ignored by goddess (3)

15 Spooner's money 
secure as cover for 
window (4,7)

17 Water babies 
possibly tripping earlier 
at times when tourists 
are plentiful (4,7)

19 Stock prisons, 
throwing away the key 
(3)

20 Some paint road 
blocks after party 
agreement (9)

22 Was curious, having 
eaten when horse went 
missing (5)

24 Take to one's bed, 
having told stories that 
hurt Nazi leader (3,4)

26 Trendy dad swallows 
first pill to set an 
example (7)

27 These bears are 
smarter than the average 
mystics (5)

28 Go with man 
resembling a horse on 
Tuesday evening? (9)

Down

1 Edible shells 
contributing to 
psittacosis (5)

2 Cloth woven in 
Salerno (7)

3 First Lady initially 
requests a joint before 
they have surreptitious 
snorts (9)

4 State soldier hot and 
bothered (5,6)

5 Vegetable is allowed 
to turn over (3)

6 America gives support 

to, essentially, that 
Nigerian (5)

7 Drink propelled Irish 
artist to stardom (7)

8 Bobby's managers are 
cloth workers (9)

13 Bowie concert going 
badly with bass 
dropping out on 
occasion (4,2,5)

14 One name they 
tentatively accept 
without breaking the 
code (9)

16 Tell all amid shaky 
ruins of 25 2 house (6,3)

18 Stimulant drug no 
good after drinks (7)

19 Be quiet rather than 

popular when getting 
together for friendly 
banter (7)

21 Empty honours for 
chamber musicians (5)

23 Lived down evidence 
of violence (5)

25 Recognised getting 
rid of the monarch 
would be original (3)


